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Radar backscatter images of the moon have been collected since the 1960's. Recent 
improvements in the spatial resolution of these measurements (Zisk e t  al ; Thompson, this 
volume) has led to a resurgence of interest in the study of scatterin mechanisms as indica- 
tors of geologic surface properties. This report summarizes our efforts to define relations 
between polarized and depolarized radar echoes and the dominant surface scattering 
mechanism. 

Lunar radar images are constructed by the delay-do pler technique (1). The data under 
study consist of digital images, whose digital number (dnrvalues correspond to varying levels 
of returned echo strength in polarized and depolarized modes. Circularly polarized energy is 
transmitted and received. The energy which returns in the same polarization as the transmit- 
ted signal is termed depolarized, while energy received in the opposite handedness to the 
transmitted signal is termed polarized (or e 

Several factors influence the strength %",",?%ed radar echoes. The dominant mechan- 
isms affecting polarized and de olarized returns are roughness (affected by surface rock 
exposure or  regolith scul turingp, local tilt (deviation from local horizontal), dielectric con- 
stant variations (related dLectly to reflection coefficient), and changes in surface facet popu- 
lation (defined below). Each mechanism produces mathematically related changes in polar- 
ized and depolarized echo. The relations between the two received polarizations for the vari- 
ous scattering mechanisms and viewing geometries allow us to identify areas for which the 
variations in returned signals exhibit the behavior of a single mechanism. 

Radar backscatter energy is considered to be a sum of two components: quasi-specular 
and diffuse: Quasi-specula returns are thought to be caused by reflections from surface 
facets, whose surface normals coincide with the incident radar ray. The population of these 
facets has been modeled by Hagfors as a one-parameter set of slope distributions which yield 
theoretical expressions for quasi-specular backscatter as a function of incidence angle (2). 
The mean backscatter from the lunar surface eaks at low incidence angles (near nadir), and 
approaches a cosine behavior at high angles. is mechanism produces only polarized return 
ener y. 

83 
%iffuse scatter is probably produced by multiple reflections of the radar energy by irre- 

gularities on or just beneath the surface. It is obsel-ved (5) that the mean behavior of the 
moon for this mode is Lambertian: incident energy is radlated   so tropically over the entire 
emission angle range. The observed cosine de endence of diffuse power with incidence angle 
is thus due entirely to projected area effects. ky defmition, diffusely scattered energy is s Lit E evenly between the depolarized and polarized modes. The depolarized echo strength t us 
equals the diffuse component of the polarized return. This relation allozvs us to separate the 
two components of the polarized echo. 

The relations between polarized and depolarized echoes for each scattering mechanism 
are now summarized. An increase in surface rou hness from some mean value will produce 
equivalent power increases in both polarizations. 5 his occurs because roughness affects on1 
the diffuse return, and any change in this component is distributed evenl between b o d  8 modes. A deviation in surface slope from local horizontal causes the di use and quasi- 
s ecular returns to shift along their res ective cosine and Hagfors (C-factor) behavior cunres. 
C%anges in dielectric constant manses! themselves as multipl~catlve increases in the power 
returned in both modes. The ratio of the multiplying factors for the two polarizations may 
depend on the terrain characteristics, particularly the regolith depth and percentage of 
exposed rock. 

The mean backscatter behavior of the moon at several wavelengths has been tabulated 
(3). The 70 cm. wavelength data under.stud (4) are  presented as a digital image whose dn 
values are the logar~ thmc representation o r  the ratio between observed backscatter power 
and that expected from the published tables. Figure 1 presents a scatter ?lot of depolarized 
and polarized dn values for an area of cratered hi hlands SOS-4-5'3, 5 W- 5OE). Fisure 2 

0 6  presents a similar plot for a mare region (10°S-150S. ?sow-55 ). The intersection of ine two 
lines represents points on the lunar surface for which the expected and observed power are 
the same. The four quadrangles defined by these axes bound dn pairs which are roduced by 
combinations of the above-mentioned scattering mechanisms. The quadrangles Gectors) are 
numbered by mathematical convention. Sectors 1 and 3 contain dn pairs with symmetric sign 
deviations from the mean; i.e., in sector 1, both polarized and depolarized echo polver exceed 
their expected values. These pairs occur due to changes in roughness, dielectric constant, or 
local tilt, which affect both modes as explained above. 
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Dn pairs which fall in quadrangle 2 require a polarized return power above the mean 
accom anied by a depolarized echo below the mean. This is thought to occur due to an earth- P facing ocal tilt accompanied b a dro in surface roughness. In such a situation, the increase 
in quasi-specular return due To the filt would offset the loss in the diffuse polarized com- 
ponent caused by the decrease in rou hness. The depolarized power, unaffected by the quasi- 
s ecular component. would simply regect the dro in diffuse return. The low fre uency with 
w%ch this occurs in the data (less than 2% for bofh areas studied) indicates tha? it is not a 
common phenomenon. 

Quadrangle 4 contains dn pairs for which de olarized power is above the mean and polar- 
ized power is below that expected. Such a situaeon requires a drop in facet population, and 
thus quasi-specular return, large enou h to offset the increase in diffuse return caused by 
roughness, tilt. or dielectric variations. Becreases in facet population (C-factor) may be linked 
to Increases in surface roughness, which reduce the surface area avalable to the 4;laSi- specular mechanism. A t  low incidence angles, where small changes in C-factor produce arge 
variations in the e xpected i olarized power, this should be an important behavior. This 
hypothesis is suppor ed by t e distribution of incidence angles among quadrant 4 points in 
both study areas. The majority of these points occur a t  low incidence angles (less than 30°), 
with the population of pixels dropping dramatically with increasing angle. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
11 Scatter lot of de olarized vs. polarized dn values (in db) for a cratered highland terrain. 

Location: 5°g-45u~, 504-5% Sample size: 40,000 data points. Gra h quadrants labeled. ' Scatter plot of depolarized vs. polarized dn values (In db) ! or a mare terrain. Location: 
bS-15'S. 1.5°1V-56W. Sample size: 20,000 data points. Graph quadrants labeled. 
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